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Bumper Coral Growth Welcomed
by Cairns Reef Operators
SIGNIFICANT increases in
the central Great Barrier Reef
hard coral cover attributed
to a lack of prolonged heat
stress and cyclone activity has
been heralded as a positive
development by Reef tourism
operators.
The coral growth
survey conducted by
Australian Institute of
Marine Science looked at

53 reefs in the central zone
between Cooktown and
the Whitsundays and found
“moderate” hard coral cover
had increased to 26 per cent
in 2021. The 2019-2020 result
discovered regrowth between
12-14 per cent.

Association of Marine
Park Tourism Operators chief
executive Gareth Phillips said
increased cover was evidence
of a strong supporting
ecosystem.

“This is really positive
news. We are happy with the
report because it aligns with
what we are seeing out on the
water,” he said.

“We can’t rest on our
laurels but the encouraging
thing is the Reef is resilient
enough to have this great
rebound. Such strong recovery
is encouraging.”
AIMS chief executive Dr
Paul Hardisty said of 127
reefs surveyed in 2021, 69 of
these reefs had increases in
hard coral cover across the
northern, central and southern
Reef regions.

“Coral reefs can recover
from disturbances if given
enough time and the Reef has
been given a breather over the
last year,” he said.
There were seven Reefs
in the central zone of the 53
surveyed Reefs that recorded
0-10 per cent coral cover.

Experience Co chief John
O’Sullivan hoped the AIMS
data would be looked at by the
UNESCO’s World Heritage
Committee expected to make
a decision on listing the Reef
as “in danger”.

“Reports like this that
are objective need to be
considered by decision makers
like UNESCO,” he said.
“Our industry has suffered
under commentary that has
bordered on the hysterical
– (the Reef) has struggled
with bleaching and no one
is denying that, but it’s a
living breathing thing that can
regenerate.”
Dr Hardisty declined to
comment on what the AIMS
report could mean for the
World Heritage Committee
determination.

“We don’t have an opinion
on that; that’s for others. We
do not comment on policy,” he
said.

temperature and visibility was
good.
“(And) there was definitely
some highlights and beautiful
fish to see but it was a bit
disappointing to see some of
the Reef had died,” she said.
“We visited the Reef about
10 years ago and it was better
when we saw it then.”
According to the Australian
Marine Conservation Society
AIMS data doesn’t overturn
a conclusion of the five-year
Great Barrier Reef Outlook
Report, published in 2019,
which found the Reef’s outlook
to be “very poor”.
Source: The Cairns Post

The central region,
including Reefs off the coast of
Cairns bounced back from the
lowest coral cover on record in
2012 – after Cyclone Yasi hit
in 2011 – to record the highest
average regional cover this
year.
Sarah Finney visited two
different Reef locations with
her family on Monday while on
holiday from Brisbane.
She said the water
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Without Your Travel Agent, You’re On Your Own...
A BLT client purchased a
Qantas ticket on 9th August
to travel Weipa to Cairns to
Melbourne to Hobart on 17th
August then later on to Perth
then back to Brisbane.

Their flight from Cairns
to Melbourne was cancelled
and the airline rebooking robot
rebooked them to travel six
days later! Of course this was
unacceptable to the client and
believing that they could fix
this by calling the airline, that
is what they did. Normally for
a ticket booked via a travel
agent the airline will refer the
passenger back to the agent to
sort it out, however within 72
hours of travel they will “sort it
out” themselves…
Airline rebooked the
client from Weipa to Cairns
to Townsville on Qantas,
overnight in Townsville then
Jetstar to Melbourne, back
onto Qantas to Hobart. The
passengers were required to
pay an additional amount AND
they lost the value of their
Perth to Brisbane flight!
When they boarded their
Jetstar flight in Townsville they
were subsequently all told to
get off as the flight had been
cancelled at the last minute.

That was late on Tuesday 17th
August and to the best of our
knowledge clients are still in
transit somewhere between
Townsville and Hobart!!!
Please remember that if
you have a ticket booked by /
through BLT – PLEASE call
us first – doesn’t matter what
time of the day or night. We
know what “rights” you have
with the airline concerned and
can give you far more options
than any one airline can. The
only thing we cannot help you
with is bookings you have
made online, with another
travel agent or the airline
themselves!

From a passenger
perspective If one of the major
airlines (eg Qantas, Virgin,
Jetstar or Rex) cancels your
flight this is an Involuntary
change and it is up to the
airline to reaccommodate
you to an alternative flight or
flights at no additional cost to
you. Most of the time you will
be inconvenienced however
you should never be out of
pocket due to your flight being
cancelled.
Even in normal times the
above is true, however where
the airlines draw the line is

if their flight causes you to
miss a connecting flight or
other booked travel product
eg a cruise or tour, hotel
accommodation, a flight on
another carriers ticket.
Here at BLT we strongly
recommend that if you
absolutely have to be
somewhere by a particular

time or date then plan
backwards and certainly at the
moment don’t book the last
flight that will “just” get you
there on time.
Unfortunately we can
tell you many horror stories
from pre and post the COVID
pandemic of clients missing
their cruise, rail journey,
International flight, family
reunions because for one
reason or another they chose
to travel on the last flight
that would get them there in
time which was subsequently
delayed or cancelled.

An Important Message

“When the time comes,
I 100 per cent support

mandatory vacations for
everyone,” the text said.
“If anyone refuses, they
should be FORCED.”
It took us four times to
understand the intended
message but perhaps
lockdown is getting the better
of us.
“Well of course u would. U
won’t make any money from
the unvaccinated who can’t
travel” one commenter said.
Re-read the sentence if you
are still confused.

services to you.
Whether it be specific
dietary requirements to specific
ground transport to enable
private arrivals, departures
and transfers, Volantair can

arrange it all.
Call us for all of your
charter needs at home or
overseas on 0477 771 403
or email us at
shaun@volantair.com.au

When the time comes, I
100% support mandatory
vacations for everyone.
If anyone refuses they
should be FORCED.
A MEME to the wall of a travel
business’ Facebook page
seemed to get a rise out of
some users.

The meme consisted of text
on a green background.

Hello Again from Volantair
WHILST getting around in this
part of the world is still a bit
of a struggle, Volantair have
started to get active enquiry
back in Europe.
With an active charter
from Paris Charles de Gaulle

to Nice this month, hopefully
the green shoots of recovery
are starting to show in the
Australia/Euro Charter market.

Volantair also managed
to organise direct transfers
from the Client’s Commercial
aircraft to their charter aircraft
making the transition seamless
and as safe as can be.
With our global network
of operators able to assist
us in almost any request, we
can also offer these bespoke
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Coral by Name,
Coral by Nature
CORAL Expeditions has led
a Citizen Science Expedition
to the Great Barrier Reef
as part of the cruise line’s
joint initiative with nonprofit
organisation Great Barrier
Reef Legacy.

Taking place earlier this
month, Coral brought together
a cohort of conservationminded guests and expert
scientific specialists to partake
in the inaugural Citizens
Science of the Great Barrier
Reef voyage over 10 nights
from Cairns.

The expedition was led by
some of the world’s leading
reef and species scientists,
and focused on two key
conservation projects including
an in-depth behavioural study
of the rare common minke
whale, and the surveying and
sample collection of coral
species to add to the Living
Coral Biobank, a groundbreaking project to preserve
and protect coral diversity for
the future.
Source: The Travel Daily

Agent for Torres Strait Air

ONE of the strings to BLT’s
bow is that we look after the
Reservations and Operations
for Torres Strait Air.

Torres Strait Air is an Air
Charter Business based on
Horn Island in the Torres
Strait (Queensland Postcode
4875). Horn Island Airport is
the main hub for aviation in the
Torres Strait which connects
Thursday Island with all the
outer Torres Strait Island
communities.

Torres Strait Air has a fleet
of 14 aircraft, engineering
support and a team of pilots all
based there.

Aviation Australia, White
Star Aviation and Torres Strait
Air have joined forces to create
an Australian first pilot training
school which will enable
school-based students to step
out of the classroom and into
the cockpit.
Applications are now open.

Find out more:
https://whitestaraviation.com/torres-strait-air-cadet-pilot-program/

$600m Joint Government Support for Businesses
THE Commonwealth and
Queensland Governments
have reached a 50/50 funding
agreement for a $600 million
package to help Queensland
businesses.
Tourism Tropical North
Queensland (TTNQ) Chief
Executive Officer Mark Olsen
said the $600 million joint
business support package
would extend the support
offered by the Queensland and
Federal Governments.

BLT (QLD) Pty Ltd

“In response to the
desperate need for direct
support for our region, TTNQ,
Advance Cairns and the
Cairns Chamber of Commerce
advocated directly for the State
and Federal Governments to
collaborate to help businesses
keep staff employed while
the region’s visitor numbers
plummet to the lowest levels
since we entered lockdown in
March 2020,” he said.
“Both levels of Government
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have taken swift and decisive
action with a targeted
response for those businesses
most impacted across the
State.
“Businesses in the region
are still seeing cancellations
of forward bookings, so we will
have to see what the next few
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weeks brings.

“This direct cash injection
will be needed by many
businesses who are facing
their worst situation since the
pandemic began, and doing
this without the wage support
provided earlier.”
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An Update from BLT’s Director of Cruising
“IT HAS been very tough, to
say the least...” says Holger
Homann.

Ships have been added. Aranui
5 which is a Freighter/Cruise
ship not so well known by most,
but what an experience to
have. Both worlds on a cruise
as the ship stops at places
most shipping companies
would not even consider.

Many of you have experienced
the cancellation of your very
own cruise and have probably
received either a FCC (Future
Cruise Credit) or a refund.
I am constantly monitoring
the cruise market and keeping
on top of the ship movements
in case our Government will
reopen the Cruise sectors for
Australia and New Zealand.

Meanwhile, I have spent
time updating our very own BLT
Worldwide CruiseGuide, for
when we are able to cruise in
confidence again.
Considering the cruise
lines are hurting, as no new
bookings are being generated
to them and the ones who do
have bookings in Europe and

America, the ships are only at
50% capacity to keep social
distancing.

Having said that, some
companies have had brand
new ships on order which are
now ready for service and are
waiting for business.
In the BLT Worldwide
CruiseGuide some of these
have been added like Virgin
Voyages on page 21. Fred
Olson Cruises on page 25.
Also Adventure & Small

Aurora expeditions a
relative new comer to the
market and The Highest
Ranking cruise line worldwide
Hapag Lloyd with its new
expedition ship. Swan Hellenic
has sold all their old ships and
has 2 spanking new ships,
Minerva and Vega. Check them
out.

My tip! Book for 2023.
This should be a safe and good
to go option, all the bookings
on any of these ships can be
made directly with BLT.
Give us a call. My
colleagues and I are here to
help and advise.
Click on the CruiseGuide
image below, to take you to our
new interactive version on our
website.

New in our CruiseGuide
Tall Ships, one specific which
stands out is Tradewind
Voyages “Golden Horizon” and
should be in the Australian
waters early next year.

Emirates Suspension of Flights to and from Kabul

Afghanistan

EMIRATES would like
to advise that due to the
developing situation in
Afghanistan, all Emirates
flights to/from Kabul have been

suspended until further notice.

any one time.

planes worldwide, compared

Flight Aware shows the
number of planes in the air at

As you can see by these
two maps, the number of

Afghanistan.

to no planes even flying over
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